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Mining Repair Actions for
Automated Program Fixing
Matías Martínez, Martin Monperrus
Context

Objective

Repair actions are a kind of modification on source code that is
made to fix a bug.
Automated program fixing consists of generating repair actions
in order to fix bugs in an automated manner.

We present MCRepair, an automatic
software repair process that minimizes the
repair time.

Overview

We mine repair actions written by developers from bug-fix in software repositories (e.g. CVS, SVN or Git).
MCRepair uses the mined data to predict an unordered tuple of repairs actions and also counts the number of attempts
needed to predict the correct repair.
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Methodology
Repair models are sets of semantic repair actions
We define two repair models:
 Coarse-grain: 48 repairs actions.
E.g. Statement_Insert
 Fine-grain: 186 repairs action. E.g.
Condition_Expression_Changes_of_If_Statement

Heuristics to select transaction bags T representative of
software repair are based on:
Commit text: contains words fix, bug, path (BFP).
Syntactic features: T with N lines changes (N-LC).
Semantic features: T with N semantic source code
change (N-SC).
Small transactions are very likely to only contain a
bug-fix and unlikely to contain a new feature.

MCRepair uses the probability distribution of repair actions from software repositories to maximize the likelihood
of finding a correct repair action.
cov(repairActioni)
where cov(repairActioni) = percentage of transactions
prob(repairActioni) =
j)
cov(repairAction
j
which include at least one repairActioni
Mining transaction to get probabilities from repair actions based on the intuition: Different definitions of “bug-fix
transactions” yield different topologies for repair models.

Evaluation

Median # Repair Attempts

Analyzed 14 open-source Java projects repositories: 89993 versioning
transactions, 1377337 repair actions.
Median time required to find the correct coarse-grain repairs
Computed the median time required to
1-SC
1-LC All
BFP
find the correct repair of fix transactions
20-SC
for both repair model. MCRepair was fed
20-LC
with 6 heuristics.
Coarse grains: bug-fix with 6 repair
action < 2000 attempts and with 1
between 3 and 8.
Best heuristic to
Fine-grain: bug-fix with 3 repair
fed MCRepair
action < 22000 attempts, and with 1
Repair Size (in Semantic Source Code Changes)
between 3 and 16.

Future work
 Coupling MCRepair with
fault localization approaches
to reduce the time to find
correct repairs
 Instantiating repairs
actions to produce more
precise repairs
 Predict higher order
repair actions: co-occurring
repair actions

